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Connection Assets
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Version 1

[Connection applicant
Connection applicant address]

Dear Connection Applicant

OFFER TO ENTER INTO A DESIGN CONTRACT
Premises:
Ausgrid has received a connection application and has determined that before the premises referred to in
that application can be connected, Ausgrid’s network must be extended or its capacity increased. In
accordance with the energy laws and Ausgrid’s Connection Policy, you or the person on whose behalf
you made the application will be required to fund the design and construction of some or all of the new or
upgraded network assets that will be required.
To proceed with the connection project, you or the person you represent must now hire an Accredited
Service Provider Level 3 (ASP/3) to design the necessary network assets. That design must be certified
by Ausgrid in accordance with our Design Contract – Connection Assets. When the design has been
certified, you may use the design certification number to request a connection offer or expedited
connection, provided you assure Ausgrid that the development at the premises has not materially
changed since you submitted your original connection application.
This letter is an offer to enter into the attached Design Contract – Connection Assets. It remains open
for acceptance for 45 business days.
For further information about this offer, please call * * on *******
To accept this offer, please sign and date this letter in the space provided below and return it to Ausgrid.
Before the contract can commence, you will also need to pay Ausgrid’s acceptance fee of $
Yours faithfully
[signature]
[name and position]

Version 1

Acceptance of Ausgrid’s offer
Premises:
The Connection Applicant (“CA”) accepts Ausgrid’s offer of a design contract in relation to the design of
connection assets at the above premises.

Signed by .....................................................................................
Signature
......................................................................................................
Print name of signatory

Date:

Date Ausgrid received Acceptance Fee:

SCOPE
This is a contract between Ausgrid and a connection applicant who retains an ASP/3 to design
electricity assets that will form part of Ausgrid's distribution system and be utilised to connect
particular premises to the distribution system. The contract sets out the terms and conditions
on which Ausgrid will provide Design Information to the ASP/3 and will certify the ASP/3's
design as suitable for use in the construction and installation of the connection assets.

WARNING

It is the responsibility of the user of this document to ensure that only the current version is
being used.
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This contract is made on the date of Ausgrid’s date stamp on the acceptance form
Between:
AUSGRID ABN 67 505 337 385, a statutory State-owned Corporation incorporated under the
Energy Services Corporations Act 1995 of 570 George Street, Sydney (“Ausgrid”)
AND
The connection applicant named in section 3 of the connection application annexed to this
contract as Annexure 1 (The connection applicant is refer to as “CA” in this Offer)

Background
A

The CA (either as the connection customer or on behalf of the connection customer) has
submitted a connection application to Ausgrid but has not obtained a certified design.

B

Ausgrid has determined that before the premises can be connected to its distribution
network, the network must be extended or its capacity increased (augmented) and that
the energy laws require the connection customer to contribute to the cost of
augmentation.

C

The energy laws provide that customers who are required to contribute to the cost of
augmenting distribution networks are entitled to choose the service providers who will
design and install the necessary connection assets.

D

Ausgrid has made an offer to the CA to enter into this contract and the CA has accepted
the offer.

E

Subject to the conditions of this contract, Ausgrid will assess for certification any design
that complies with the requirements stipulated in this contract and the Design Information
that Ausgrid will issue to the CA in accordance with the contract.

F

A certified design may be used, subject to the conditions of this contract, for the
construction of connection assets that will be owned by Ausgrid when they are electrified.

G

Once it has obtained the certified design, the CA may use the certified design number to
request Ausgrid for a connection offer or expedited connection provided the proposed
development at the premises has not materially changed since the connection application
was made.

Operative provisions

1
1.1

Contract documents
Documents constituting this contract
The following documents constitute this contract:
(a)
the conditions of contract set out in clauses 1 - 14;
(b)
further information provided in response to a request by Ausgrid in accordance with
clause 1.2; and
(c)
all appendices and annexures to this contract.

1.2

Further information
If Ausgrid reasonably considers that it requires further information before it can issue Design
Information, it may serve notice on the CA, requiring it to provide that information in writing.
Ausgrid must clearly describe the information it requires.
When the further information is received, the document conveying it to Ausgrid becomes a
contract document.
Ausgrid does not have to issue the Design Information until the further information is received.
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2
2.1

Contract term and termination
Commencement date
This contract commences on the later of:
(a)
the date Ausgrid receives the acceptance form signed by or on behalf of the CA; or
(b)
the date Ausgrid receives the CA’s payment in full of the acceptance fee.
Other provisions relating to fees are contained in clause 4.

2.2

Termination upon electrification
If this contract is not otherwise terminated under this clause 2, it terminates three years after the
date of electrification.
For the purpose of this clause, the date of electrification means the last date on which any of the
designed assets was electrified.

2.3

Termination on grounds of time
The contract terminates 12 months after the date Ausgrid provides the Design Information
unless prior to the termination date:
(a)
a design has been certified by Ausgrid; or
(b)
Ausgrid, at the CA’s written request, has notified the CA in writing that the contract is
extended for a further six months.
The CA acknowledges that Ausgrid will not extend the contract unless, acting reasonably, it is
satisfied that the Design Information originally issued remains current and up to date.
To avoid doubt, the provisions of clauses 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 will apply to the contract as
extended.

2.4

Termination if development or project is changed
The contract will terminate automatically if:
(a)
the proposed development as described in the connection application is modified to the
extent that in Ausgrid’s reasonable opinion, the Design Information issued by Ausgrid is
materially inappropriate for the development as modified; or
(b)
the CA, the connection customer or another connection applicant on behalf of the
connection customer enters into a later Design Contract – Connection Assets for the
same premises.

2.5

Consequences of termination
If clause 2.4 applies:
(a)
neither the CA nor any other person may rely on the Design Information or use it for any
purpose relating to the connection;
(b)
if any design based on that Design Information has been submitted to Ausgrid for
certification, it will not be certified; and
(c)
if any design based on the Design Information has been certified, the certification is null
and void and neither the CA nor any other person may rely on it or use it for any purpose
related to the connection. (See also clause 10.3)

2.6

New offer and acceptance required
If the contract is terminated other than under clause 2.2, a new Design Contract - Connection
Assets may be obtained by submitting a new connection application and paying a new
acceptance fee.

3
3.1

Contract survives in certain circumstances
Change of connection applicant
The CA acknowledges and warrants that if it is not the connection customer, it has entered into
this contract with the knowledge and consent of the connection customer and on behalf of the
connection customer as the connection customer’s agent.
If the connection customer terminates its contract with the CA and enters into another contract
with another person to act as CA on the connection customer’s behalf, this contract is
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automatically novated to that other person when the connection customer and the new CA notify
Ausgrid in writing of the change. The new CA then becomes the CA for the purposes of the
contract.
If the connection customer terminates its contract with the CA but does not enter into another
contract with another person, the connection customer becomes the CA for the purposes of this
contract when the connection customer notifies Ausgrid in writing of the change.
Ausgrid is not liable for any consequences that may follow from the connection customer’s
failure to notify Ausgrid in accordance with sub-clause 3.1(b) or 3.1(c).

3.2

Change of connection customer
If the connection customer on whose behalf the CA has entered into this contract ceases to be
involved in the relevant development or project but:
(a)
the development or project continues; and
(b)
the CA continues to act for a new connection customer,
this contract continues.
In that circumstance, the CA must notify Ausgrid in writing:
(c)
of the name of the new connection customer; and
(d)
that the new connection customer is aware of this contract and consents to it continuing.
Ausgrid may terminate the contract if the CA breaches any of its obligations under this clause,
including by omission or misrepresentation.
The CA indemnifies Ausgrid and will keep it indemnified for any loss or damage incurred or
suffered by Ausgrid (including the cost of administrative time thrown away) as a result of a
breach of the CA’s obligations under this clause.

4
4.1

Fees
Ausgrid fees for services
Ausgrid will charge the CA various fees for the services it performs under this contract. Those
services are known as ancillary network services. Ancillary network service fees are charged for
ancillary network services. Ancillary network service fees are set by the Australian Energy
Regulator.
Ausgrid’s ancillary network service fees are set out in Appendix 1.

4.2

Assessment and payment of fees
Ausgrid will invoice the CA for further ancillary network service fees from time to time in
advance of performing a service under the contract and will not be obliged to perform the
service until the invoice is paid.
For projects requiring complex technical evaluations, Ausgrid may provide the CA an estimate
of fees and will not be obliged to perform the service until acceptance of the estimated fees. In
such cases, an invoice will be provided after the service has been performed..
The CA must pay invoiced fees in accordance with the terms of the invoice.

5
5.1

Design information
Time for issuing the design information
Unless clause 5.2 applies, Ausgrid will use reasonable endeavours to issue the Design
Information to the CA within 30 business days after this contract commences.
If the Design Information is not issued within that period, Ausgrid will notify the CA in writing with
a revised estimate of dates.

5.2

Later date for issuing the design information
The CA acknowledges that from time to time, Ausgrid may need to conduct complex technical
evaluations of the effect on the distribution system of the proposed development or asset
relocation project before it can issue Design Information.
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If this connection falls into that category, Ausgrid will notify the CA and will, if requested by the
CA, use reasonable endeavours to estimate an indicative date before which the Design
Information will not be available and will provide the Design Information as soon as is
reasonably practicable after that date.

5.3

Design information may alter aspects of the connection requested in
the connection application
Ausgrid may include in the Design Information specifications that differ from those in the
connection application. Where it has done so, the design must comply with the requirements of
the Design Information.
A design that fails to comply with all the requirements of the Design Information will not be
accepted for certification.

5.4

Asset relocation works
If the CA or another person on behalf of the connection customer has applied to Ausgrid to
relocate existing assets in the vicinity of the premises and Ausgrid has agreed to permit the
assets to be relocated, Ausgrid may include requirements for the asset relocation in the Design
Information, whether or not the asset relocation is essential to the design of premises
connection assets.

6
6.1

CA to engage an accredited designer (ASP/3)
Engaging an ASP/3
The CA must engage an ASP/3 who holds:
(a)
current accreditation as a designer of electricity reticulation systems under the
accreditation scheme and the code; and
(b)
current insurance as required under the accreditation scheme.

6.2

ASP/3’s obligations in relation to the design
You as CA must ensure that any design submitted by the ASP/3 for certification must:
(a)
comply with the conditions of this contract and the Design Information; and
(b)
be accompanied by the documents stipulated in clause 8.
To avoid doubt, you acknowledge that the ASP/3’s obligations in relation to the design include
performing or obtaining the additional services required under clause 8.

6.3

The CA’s acknowledgements with regard to certification of a design
You as CA acknowledge that:
(a)
Ausgrid will not accept for certification or certify any design that does not:
(i) fully comply with the requirements of the contract and the Design Information; or
(ii) include the documents that the ASP/3 is required to submit together with the design;
(b)
if the design does not so comply or is otherwise defective for technical or safety reasons,
Ausgrid will:
(i) invoice the ASP/3 for additional ancillary network service fees in connection with
certification of a re-submitted design or design re-certification; and
(ii) notify you that it has done so.
(c)
any resulting delay to the certification of a design may cause the proposed connection to
be delayed; and
(d)
depending on your contract with the ASP/3, you may incur additional ASP/3 fees as a
result of Ausgrid declining to certify the design or requiring the design to be re-certified.
Ausgrid will notify you if a design is not accepted for certification or is not certified. If you
request, Ausgrid will give you a written or oral explanation of why Ausgrid will not certify the
design.

6.4

ASP/3’s continuing design obligations
After certification of a design, the following obligations of the ASP/3 continue to apply and you
must do everything practicable to ensure that the ASP/3 complies with them:
(a)
if required in writing by Ausgrid, the ASP/3 must wholly or partially redesign any aspect of
the certified design to:
(i) rectify a design defect; or
(ii) accommodate a latent condition, an unforeseen or varied site condition or a project
change or variation
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(b)

and submit the modified design for re-certification.
The ASP/3 is responsible for accurately specifying the location of any proposed new
assets as directed by or on behalf of the connection applicant.

If the ASP/3 who produces the original design does not comply with the ASP/3’s continuing
obligations under this contract, you must retain another ASP/3 to perform the obligations.

6.5

CA’s acknowledgements concerning the ASP/3’s continuing
obligations
As CA, you acknowledge that:
(a)
design changes ordered by Ausgrid in accordance with clause 6.4(a) will incur Ausgrid recertification fees and, depending on your contract with the ASP/3, you may incur
additional ASP/3 fees; and
(b)
in accordance with clause 11, if required by Ausgrid, you must ensure that the ASP/3
attends meetings or mediation sessions with Ausgrid and others, at no cost to Ausgrid.

6.6

Variations for convenience
If at any time an ASP/1 or the ASP/3 requests Ausgrid to consent to a design variation for
reasons other than those referred to in clause 6.5, Ausgrid will require you to agree in writing to
the design variation before Ausgrid will re-certify the design as varied.
Design variations will incur Ausgrid re-certification fees and, depending on your contract with the
ASP/3, you may incur additional ASP/3 fees.

6.7

Changing your ASP/3
You may change your ASP/3 at any time during the term of this contract.
If any ASP/3 retained by you fails to perform any obligation under this contract that requires
ASP/3 involvement, you must replace that ASP/3 by another ASP/3. If you do change your
ASP/3, you must notify Ausgrid in writing, including the name and contact details of:
(a)
the relevant firm holding accredited designer status under the Code of Practice
Contestable Works; and
(b)
any individual designer who will design the assets and/or perform the other ASP/3’s
obligations under this contract.

6.8

Defects after electrification
If within 3 years of the date of electrification there is a defect in any designed asset and Ausgrid,
acting reasonably, requires an asset or assets to be re-designed to rectify that defect, the CA
must procure the services of an ASP/3 to submit a new design for certification. To avoid doubt,
the ASP/3 may but does not need to be your original ASP/3.
You acknowledge that in this event you will incur further Ausgrid ancillary network service fees
and may, depending on your contract with the ASP/3, incur further ASP/3 fees in connection
with the re-design.

6.9

Urgent re-design
If Ausgrid, acting reasonably, considers that the re-design referred to in clause 6.8 must, for
reasons of network safety or electrical security, be available for certification within 10 business
days after it becomes aware of the defect, Ausgrid may perform the re-design itself and invoice
(at its discretion) either the CA as agent for the connection customer or the connection customer
for its reasonable costs of doing so and those costs will be a debt due and payable by the
person invoiced for them.

7
7.1

Work health and safety obligations
Work Health and Safety legislation
The Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (NSW) and the Work Health and Safety Regulation 2011
(NSW) impose significant duties in relation to designs, designers and persons who commission
designs.

7.2

Acknowledgement by the CA
You as CA acknowledge and agree that:
(a)
under this contract you, as agent for the connection customer, are the person who has
commissioned or will commission the ASP/3 to produce a design or designs;
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(b)
(c)
(d)

7.3

those designs include plant or structures or both;
you must ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that the designer produces a design
that is without risk to the health and safety of any person; and
Ausgrid does not and will not under this contract do design work itself or commission any
design.

Obligations to consult with ASP/3
You as CA must so far as reasonably practicable:
(a)
consult with the ASP/3 about how to ensure that risks to health and safety arising from
the design during construction work are eliminated so far as is reasonably practicable or
(if it is not reasonably practicable to eliminate the risks) minimised so far as is reasonably
practicable; and
(b)
give the ASP/3 any information available to you or the person on whose behalf you act in
relation to hazards and risks at the workplace where construction of the assets will be
carried out;
(c)
require the ASP/3 to give you a written safety report that complies with clause 295 of the
Work Health and Safety Regulation 2011 (NSW); and
(d)
require the ASP/3 to provide copies of that safety report to Ausgrid, the ASP/1 who is
commissioned to construct the designed assets, and to any principal contractor appointed
for the development project involving the design and construction of connection assets.

7.4

Acknowledgement by Ausgrid
Ausgrid acknowledges that:
(a)
if the designed assets are constructed and electrified under a connection contract, they
will be incorporated into its electricity distribution system;
(b)
from time to time the distribution system, including the designed assets, will be a
workplace; and
(c)
Ausgrid has a duty as a person with management and control of that workplace, to
ensure as far as is reasonably practicable that the workplace is without risk to the health
and safety of any person.
In certifying the design, Ausgrid is relying on the designer’s warranties as set out in Appendix 2.

7.5

Agreement by both parties
Both parties acknowledge that:
(a)
the CA, as the person commissioning the design; and
(b)
Ausgrid, as the person who will take ownership of the designed assets when they are
electrified
depend on the ASP/3 complying with its duties as a designer under the Work Health and Safety
legislation.
Ausgrid and the CA agree to do all things necessary and reasonably practicable to ensure that
the ASP/3 does so comply.
This may include:
(c)
the CA issuing to the ASP/3 a notice to show cause why the ASP/3’s services should not
be terminated for safety reasons; and
(d)
the CA terminating the services of the ASP/3 in the event that the ASP/3 does not
respond, or in the reasonable opinion of either Ausgrid or the CA, the ASP/3 has not
responded satisfactorily, to the show cause notice.
The CA agrees that it will:
(e)
issue a show cause notice to the ASP/3 in accordance with sub-clause 7.5(a) and provide
a copy to Ausgrid; and/or
(f)
terminate its contract with the ASP/3
if Ausgrid notifies the CA that it reasonably believes the ASP/3 has not complied or is likely not
to comply with:
(g)
its duties as a designer under the Work Health and Safety Act;
(h)
Ausgrid’s Electrical Safety Rules;
(i)
The Service and Installation Rules of New South Wales; or
(j)
any of Ausgrid’s Network Standards.
If the CA on its own initiative issues a show cause notice to the ASP/3, it will provide a copy to
Ausgrid.
The parties also agree to work cooperatively to assist each other to comply with their respective
Work Health and Safety obligations in relation to the design and the designed assets.
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7.6

Termination by the CA of its contract with the ASP/3
If the CA terminates its contract with the ASP/3 for any reason, it will notify Ausgrid as soon as
is reasonably practicable and in any case by close of business on the next business day after
the contract was terminated.

8
8.1

Further ASP/3 obligations
CA is responsible for ASP/3’s performance
You as CA are responsible for ensuring that the ASP/3 performs the obligations and submits the
documents stipulated in this clause 8.
You acknowledge and agree that Ausgrid:
(a)
(b)

may reject any document if, acting reasonably, it considers the document unsatisfactory;
and
will not certify the design until all documents referred to in this clause have been received
and are reasonably satisfactory to Ausgrid.

If any of these documents are not available at the time the design is submitted for certification
and in its reasonable opinion Ausgrid considers such document is necessary to its certification
work, Ausgrid may suspend that work until the document is provided.
If Ausgrid suspends its work in accordance with this clause, it will notify you in writing.

8.2

Design Safety Report
The ASP/3 must prepare a Design Safety Report that complies with the requirements of clause
295 of the Work Health and Safety Regulation 2011 (NSW) and submit it to Ausgrid when the
design is submitted for certification.

8.3

Environmental Impact Assessment
The ASP/3 must either:
(a)
examine and assess the environmental impact of the proposal to which the design relates
and prepare an environmental impact assessment report in the form of Ausgrid’s EIA
Worksheet; or
(b)
retain a suitably qualified environmental consultant to carry out an environmental impact
assessment and prepare a report, which may but need not be in the form of Ausgrid’s EIA
Worksheet
and submit the report to Ausgrid when the design is submitted for certification.

8.4

Community consultation and notification of authorities
Ausgrid’s statutory requirements are described in the Design Information, NS 104 and NUS 174.
The ASP/3 is responsible for identifying the requirements that apply to the proposal to which the
design relates.
Where Ausgrid is required by law to notify the community or any authority concerning the
proposal to which the design relates, the ASP/3 must make or must retain an appropriately
qualified person to make the required notifications.
Where Ausgrid is required by law to consult the community or any authority concerning the
proposal to which the design relates, the ASP/3 must conduct or retain an appropriately
qualified person to conduct the necessary consultation.
The ASP/3 must submit to Ausgrid copies of all notifications and written responses or
submissions made or received in accordance with this clause.

8.5

Public lighting
If the proposal to which the design relates includes public lighting, the ASP/3 must obtain from
the public lighting customer a completed street lighting acceptance form and submit it to Ausgrid
when the design is submitted for certification.

8.6

Further documents
When the design is submitted for certification the ASP/3 must also submit:
(a)

an asset valuation spreadsheet in the form of Ausgrid’s AVS Capital Contributions
template;
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

8.7

a single design file in dwg or dgn format;
LV voltage drop calculations (if applicable);
structure loading reports for overhead line design (if applicable);
a completed street lighting acceptance form from the public lighting customer (if
applicable);
architectural lock-in drawings for chamber design (if applicable).

Designer’s warranties
When the ASP/3 submits a design for certification it must also complete the Designer’s
Warranties in Appendix 2, sign them and submit them to Ausgrid.
You as CA acknowledge that in certifying the design Ausgrid will rely on the Designer’s
Warranties.

9
9.1

Certification of a design
Acceptance for certification
Ausgrid will accept for certification only designs:
(a)
in the format; and
(b)
accompanied by the documents
stipulated in clause 8.

9.2

What does Ausgrid certify?
By certifying a design, Ausgrid consents, subject to the provisos in clause 10, to the use of that
design for the construction of electricity assets that Ausgrid will own when they are electrified.
To avoid doubt, you acknowledge and agree that Ausgrid’s design certification check is a
desktop audit only and is not a representation or warranty that the design complies in all
respects with the Design Information or all applicable standards, or is buildable, fit for purpose
and free of design defects.
You must ensure that the ASP/1 whom you commission to implement the design makes its own
assessment of the design before construction commences and at appropriate stages during
construction and brings any design deficiency or associated problem to your attention.

9.3

Certification procedures
When it accepts a design for certification in accordance with clause 9.1, Ausgrid will carry out a
design certification check.
Within a reasonable time after accepting the design, Ausgrid will provide to the ASP/3, with a
copy to the CA, either:
(a)
written confirmation that the design has been certified, together with a certification
number; or
(b)
a list of design defects that the ASP/3 must rectify before Ausgrid will certify the design.
When Ausgrid has certified the design, whether in accordance with sub-clause 9.3 (a) or after
the ASP/3 has rectified the design defects notified by Ausgrid in accordance with sub-clause
9.3(b), Ausgrid will issue the certified design to the ASP/3.
From time to time, Ausgrid may need to conduct complex technical evaluations of a design
before it can certify it. If, acting reasonably, Ausgrid decides that this need arises, it must:
(a)
(b)

notify the CA in writing as soon as reasonably possible that a there will be a delay in
issuing the design certification or list of design defects; and
state an indicative range of dates on which the design certification or list of design defects
might be available.

10

Limitations on the use of a certified design

10.1

Use of certified design is conditional upon the grant of interests in
land
(a)

A certified design cannot be used for construction until agreements for lease or
agreements for easement (or both) in Ausgrid’s favour as stipulated in the Design
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(b)

10.2

Information are executed by the landowner and delivered to Ausgrid to provide Ausgrid
with the land tenure needed to protect any electricity assets that will be constructed on
private land.
If after the design is certified Ausgrid becomes aware that it will require interests in land in
addition to those stipulated in the Design Information, it may notify the CA in writing of
those additional requirements and sub-clause 10.1(a) will also apply to those additional
interests.

Prohibition on using a certified design for construction
A certified design must not be used for construction in any of the following circumstances:
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)

there has been a material change to any fact or circumstance prevailing at the time the
design was certified, including but not limited to a change in the scope of the relevant
development or asset relocation project;
the certified design does not take into account or respond appropriately to actual site
conditions, whether latent or not;
any DYBD information (including information provided by Ausgrid) is inaccurate;
the design was certified, in the case of chamber substations, more than 24 months prior
and in all other cases 12 months prior to the commencement of construction unless the
CA has sought and received Ausgrid’s consent to extend the expiry date for certification,
which consent will not be unreasonably refused if:
(i) Ausgrid is satisfied that there has been no relevant material change to its distribution
network since the design was certified; and
(ii) DBYD information obtained by the CA and submitted to Ausgrid no more than 20
business days prior to commencement of construction reveals no relevant material
change to the DYBD information submitted to Ausgrid at the time the design was
certified;
there is an error in the design;
the design is based wholly or in part on a mistake of fact or a misleading or deceptive
representation made to the ASP/3 or Ausgrid by the CA or the connection customer (or
anyone on behalf of the CA or the connection customer) in relation to the premises, the
present or future use of the premises (including site conditions) or present or future
electricity requirements at the premises; or
any representation made by the ASP/3 in or in relation to the design is misleading or
deceptive.

For the purpose of this clause, a misleading or deceptive representation includes a failure to
disclose relevant information, whether or not the failure was intentional.

10.3

New contract
Where clause 10.2 applies, the CA and Ausgrid must enter into a new Design Contract Connection Assets unless Ausgrid, in its absolute discretion, consents to accept an amended
design for re-certification.
To avoid doubt, Ausgrid will not accept an amended design for re-certification if it considers that
it needs to issue new Design Information.

10.4

CA’s acknowledgement
You as CA acknowledge that if the certified design cannot be used for construction because of
the operation of clause 10.2, Ausgrid will invoice further Ausgrid ancillary network service fees
to the ASP/3 in relation to a new design and, depending on your contract with the ASP/3, you
may incur additional ASP/3 fees.

11

ASP/3 to attend meetings

11.1

On-site meeting before construction of the designed assets
commences
Ausgrid will require the ASP/3 to attend an on-site meeting with Ausgrid and the ASP/1 (at no
cost to Ausgrid) before the ASP/1 commences work on the designed assets.
The CA must ensure that the ASP/3 attends the meeting.
The ASP/1 will arrange the meeting, to be held within 10 business days of the ASP/1 contacting
the ASP/3.
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11.2

Other meeting at any time
At any time after a design is submitted for certification and before this contract terminates,
Ausgrid may require the ASP/3 to attend any meeting if Ausgrid, acting reasonably:
(a)
has concerns about any aspect of the design (whether certified or not); and
(b)
requires the ASP/3 to respond to Ausgrid’s concerns.
Ausgrid may require the CA to attend any such meeting at no cost to Ausgrid and the CA
agrees to attend any meetings where, by notice in writing delivered at least 5 business days
before the date of the meeting, Ausgrid has notified the CA that its attendance is required.

11.3

Dispute resolution meeting
To avoid doubt, Ausgrid may require the CA to procure, at no cost to Ausgrid, the ASP/3’s
attendance at a dispute resolution meeting held in accordance with clause 12.2 or a mediation
held in accordance with clause 12.3.
Ausgrid may also require the CA to attend any such meeting and the CA agrees to attend at no
cost to Ausgrid where by notice in writing delivered at least 5 business days before the date of
the meeting Ausgrid has notified the CA that its attendance is required.

11.4

CA’s acknowledgement and indemnity
You as CA:
(a)
acknowledge that you or the connection customer may incur Ausgrid ancillary network
service fees in relation to the meetings referred to in this clause 11 and, depending on
your contract with the ASP/3, may incur additional ASP/3 fees; and
(b)
you indemnify Ausgrid against:
(i)
the costs of any additional time spent by officers of Ausgrid; and/or
(ii)
any damages and costs (including legal costs on a solicitor/client basis) incurred by
Ausgrid in connection with any claim, suit or other proceedings made or brought by
any person against Ausgrid
arising out of the ASP/3’s failure to attend any meeting arranged in accordance with subclauses 11.1, 11.2 or 11.3.

12
12.1

Disputes
Dispute resolution
All disputes or differences in respect of this contract must be addressed in accordance with this
clause 12.
Written notice of any dispute or difference must be given by the party raising the dispute to the
other party. That notice must:
(a)
set out the legal basis of the claim;
(b)
set out the facts upon which the claim is based;
(c)
attach copies of correspondence and any relevant background material; and
(d)
contain detailed particulars of the quantification of the claim.

12.2

Meeting to resolve dispute
The parties’ representatives must meet to consider and if possible resolve the dispute or
difference notified in accordance with clause 12.1 within ten business days after that notice was
given. They may agree to meet more than once.
The parties’ representatives must negotiate in good faith.

12.3

Mediation
If the dispute or difference is not resolved within 10 business days of a first meeting conducted
in accordance with clause 12.2, either party may serve notice on the other that it has referred
the matter to the Australian Commercial Disputes Centre (ACDC) for mediation.
Once the matter has been referred to mediation, the parties must attempt to agree on a
mediator. If they are unable to do so within ten business days of the dispute or difference being
referred to mediation, the President of the Institute of Arbitrators and Mediators Australia will
appoint an ACDC-accredited mediator.
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12.4

Litigation
(a)

(b)

13
13.1

If the parties are unable to resolve the dispute or difference by mediation within 30
business days of the dispute or difference being referred to ACDC, either party may
commence litigation in respect of such dispute or difference, provided that it first gives
written notice to the other of its intention to commence legal proceedings.
The service of the notices under clauses 12.2 and 12.4(a) is a condition precedent to the
commencement of any legal proceedings in respect of the dispute or difference.

Notices
Service of notices
Any notice required under this contract must be served as follows:
On the CA by email in accordance with the details set out in section 3 of the connection
application unless from time to time the CA provides Ausgrid in writing with amended contact
details and requests that they be used; and
On Ausgrid by service on Ausgrid’s Representative, whose details will be notified to the CA
when Ausgrid either:
(a)
acknowledges that the contract has commenced; or
(b)
requires the CA to furnish further information in accordance with clause 1.2.

14

Interpretation and Dictionary

14.1

Interpretation
In this contract (including the contract documents) unless there is a provision to the contrary:
(a)
if terms are defined in the energy laws, they bear the meanings given in the energy laws
as amended from time to time;
(b)
departures in this contract from terms defined in the energy laws are for convenience
only;
(c)
“includes” or “including” is to be read as importing “without limitation”;
(d)
any gender includes the other genders;
(e)
the singular includes the plural and vice versa;
(f)
all parts of speech are applicable to the words defined in clause 14.2;
(g)
a reference to a person includes a natural person, firm, unincorporated association,
corporation, government body, statutory body or authority;
(h)
a reference to a person includes its legal personal representatives, successors and
assigns;
(i)
a reference to legislation, a statute, ordinance, code or other law includes regulations,
rules and other statutory instruments under it and consolidations, amendments, reenactments or replacements of any of them;
(j)
a reference to The Service and Installation Rules of NSW, Ausgrid’s Network Standards,
Electricity Standards or Electrical Safety Rules is a reference to the version of the
document in force when the reference applies;
(k)
a reference to an obligation includes a warranty or representation;
(l)
a reference to a clause is to a clause of this contract;
(m) an acknowledgement is the acknowledgement of an obligation or a fact;
(n)
a reference to a failure to observe or perform an obligation includes a breach of warranty
or representation;.
(o)
annexures, appendices and attachments to this contract form part of the contract;
(p)
headings are for convenience only and do not affect interpretation; and
(q)
“you” means the connection applicant.

14.2

Dictionary
In this contract the following words have the following meanings:
acceptance means acceptance by the CA of Ausgrid’s offer of this contract and in particular,
means the signed acceptance form annexed to this contract as Annexure 2.
acceptance fee means the ancillary network service fees payable by the CA to Ausgrid at the
commencement of this contract.
accreditation scheme means the scheme administered by New South Wales Trade and
Investment in accordance with Part 9 (formerly Part 10) of the Electricity Supply (General)
Regulation 2001 (NSW).
accredited designer – see ASP/3
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asset relocation means the relocation of existing Ausgrid assets at the expense of the person
proposing an asset relocation project.
asset relocation project means a project by a person other than Ausgrid to relocate existing
Ausgrid assets at the proponent’s expense.
ASP/1 means a person accredited under the accreditation scheme and the code to provide
contestable services that include construction or assets forming part of a distribution network.
ASP/3 means a person accredited under the accreditation scheme and the code to design
electricity reticulation assets.
augment means enlarge Ausgrid’s distribution network or to increase its capacity to distribute
electricity and augmentation has an equivalent meaning.
business day means the hours of 9am to 5pm on any week day that is not a public holiday in
New South Wales but does not include 27, 28, 29, 30 or 31 December.
CA means connection applicant.
certify has the meaning given in clause 9.2 and certification has a corresponding meaning.
code means the Code of Practice Contestable Works.
Code of Practice Contestable Works means the code administered by Trade and Investment
NSW in accordance with the Electricity Supply (General) Regulation 2001.
commencement date means the date this contract commences, calculated in accordance with
clause 2.1.
connection means a physical link between the premises and Ausgrid’s distribution system.
connection applicant (or CA) means a connection customer or someone acting on behalf of
the connection customer who has submitted the connection application annexed to this contract
as Annexure 1. To avoid doubt, connection applicant includes a person who becomes CA by
operation of clause 3.1.
connection application means the document of that name signed and submitted to Ausgrid by
the CA and annexed to this contract as Annexure 1.
connection assets means assets needed to establish a connection between Ausgrid’s
distribution system and the premises.
connection contract means a contract formed in accordance with Chapter 5A of the National
Electricity Rules.
connection customer means a retail customer or real estate developer seeking to establish a
new connection for the premises or to alter an existing connection.
contract documents means the documents referred to in clause 2.2.
customer has the meaning given in the Electricity Supply Act 1995.
date of electrification means the date on which a designed asset is electrified.
defect means a defect in the design or the designed assets that Ausgrid in its absolute
discretion considers would render or would be likely to render the designed assets unsafe or
unsuitable to electrify or leave electrified.
design means the design of the electricity assets to be designed in accordance with this
contract.
designed assets means electricity asset (including relocated assets) designed by an ASP/3
and certified by Ausgrid in accordance with this contract, except that an asset is not a designed
asset if it is shown on a design that cannot be used for construction because of the operation of
clause 10 of this contract.
Design Information means the document of that name issued by Ausgrid to the CA in
accordance with this contract. The Design Information includes the scope of works and sitespecific requirements for the design.
development means any development requiring development consent under Part 4 or any
proposal that may be determined under Part 5 or 5A of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 (NSW).
distribution network means the apparatus, equipment, plant and buildings used to convey,
and control the conveyance of, electricity to customers (whether wholesale or retail) excluding
connection assets but including sub-transmission assets; and in relation to Ausgrid, means the
distribution network owned, operated or controlled by Ausgrid.
distribution system means the distribution network together with the connection assets.
EIA worksheet means a checklist of potential environmental effects of the designed assets and
their construction, which is to be completed by the ASP/3 or an appropriately qualified
environmental assessor.
electrify means apply electric current.
energy laws includes (as amended from time to time) the National Energy Retail Law, the
National Electricity Law, the National Electricity Rules, any rules, regulations and instruments
made under the National Energy Retail Law or the National Electricity Law, the Electricity
Supply Act 1995 (NSW) and Electricity (Consumer Safety) Act 2004 (NSW), all rules,
regulations, instruments and plans made under or to comply with those Acts, Ausgrid’s Network
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Standards, Ausgrid’s Electrical Safety Rules, the Service and Installation Rules of New South
Wales and AS/NZ 3000 Wiring Rules.
ancillary network service fees means the fees (set by the Australian Energy Regulator) that
Ausgrid charges for the ancillary network services it performs under this contract. The fees are
set out in Appendix 1.
ancillary network services means the services that Ausgrid performs under this contract, all of
which may be performed only by Ausgrid as Distribution Network Service Provider at rates
regulated by the Australian Energy Regulator.
new CA means the person appointed as CA and notified to Ausgrid in accordance with clause
3.1.
offer means an offer made by Ausgrid to the CA to enter into this contract.
premises means the land referred to in section 1 of the connection application and includes all
lots to which the proposed connection applies.
premises connection assets means components of Ausgrid’s network that must be designed,
constructed, installed or altered for the purpose of connecting the premises to the network.
regulator means the Australian Energy Regulator.
relocated assets means assets included in a design by an ASP/3 made in the context of an
asset relocation agreed to by Ausgrid in conjunction with the design of connection assets under
this contract.
termination date means the date the contract comes to an end in accordance with clause 2.3,
2.4 or 2.5 (as applicable).
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Appendix 1 - Ausgrid’s Ancillary Network Service fees
for Design Services
All prices include GST.
Note:

You are responsible to your ASP/3 for the cost of the contestable services it provides
in creating a design and obtaining Ausgrid’s certification of the design. Ausgrid has
no role in your agreement with your ASP/3.

Ausgrid’s services in relation to the design consist primarily of providing Design Information and
administrative services and, when the ASP/3 has submitted the design to Ausgrid for
certification, conducting a design certification check in the form of a desktop audit and certifying
the design if the audit does not indicate any non-compliance with Ausgrid’s requirements as
they are set out in this contract. These services are ancillary network services and Ausgrid’s
fees for them are ancillary network service fees, which are set by the regulator.
All the fees that Ausgrid charges for the services it provides in relation to the design of
connection assets by an ASP/3 are billed to the connection applicant as agent for the
connection customer. In the event that the connection applicant fails to pay any fee, Ausgrid
may charge the fee to the connection customer.
When Ausgrid makes you an offer to enter into this contract, it also includes an acceptance fee.
The acceptance fee is Ausgrid’s estimate of all the ancillary network service fees you will incur
for Ausgrid’s services to you under this contract.
The contract will commence when you pay the acceptance fee.

A1

Acceptance fee
The acceptance fee is set when Ausgrid sends you an offer to enter into the Design Contract –
Connection Assets and is payable by you when you accept the offer.
The acceptance fee is derived from Ausgrid’s estimate of all the ancillary network service fees
you will incur under this contract. In the event that the hours spent by Ausgrid exceed the
estimate calculated and charged to you as a component of the acceptance fee, Ausgrid may
invoice you for the balance of the acceptance fee.
In the event that you do not proceed with the contract, Ausgrid, at your request, will refund the
balance of the acceptance fee for services not performed.

A2

Administration fees
Ausgrid’s fees for administration are calculated on a per lot basis for underground urban
residential subdivisions, a per pole basis for rural overhead subdivisions and rural extensions
and an hourly rate for all other developments – refer table below.

A3

Design Information fees
Ausgrid’s fees for Design information are calculated on a per lot basis for underground urban
residential subdivisions and an hourly rate for all other developments – refer table below.

A4

Design Certification fees
Ausgrid’s fees for design certification are calculated on a per pole basis for rural overhead
subdivisions and extensions, a per lot basis for other subdivisions and an hourly rate for all
other developments – refer table below.
Ausgrid makes an estimate of the design certification fees, which are payable before Ausgrid
commences checking the design. In the event that the hours spent by Ausgrid to certify the
design or notify you that the design needs to be amended exceed the estimate, Ausgrid will
invoice you for the balance of the design certification fees.

A5

Design rechecking fees
These fees are charged to the ASP/3.
Ausgrid calculates this fee following any recheck – refer table below.
Ausgrid will not release the certified design until all design rechecking fees are paid.
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A6

Planning Studies and analysis
This service undertakes necessary planning studies and associated technical analysis to help
determine suitable/feasible connection options for further consideration by proponents. The
service applies mainly to large loads and generators where suitable connection options are not
necessarily obvious and may result in potentially significant impacts on Ausgrid’s existing
network development strategies and augmentation requirements.
For some projects a technical assessment of a nominated option may need to be explored to
ensure sufficient cost and timing certainty for an applicant and to help underpin subsequent
connection offers. A detailed report or reports are provided as agreed and form a basis for the
customer’s final proposal.

A7

Connection / Relocation Process Facilitation
Providing connection applicants with ongoing information and advice in relation to the
connection process and requirements associated with establishing a new or altered connection
or a relocation of existing network assets. This service is additional to the published instructions
available to all applicants and is not a mandatory requirement of the connection process for
standard connections to the distribution network ( 11kV). It would be recommended for first
time contestable customers or customers with complex or challenging projects. The intent
would be to help minimise project delays caused by customers not taking the required action at
the optimum time in the process. This would be achieved by staff taking a proactive approach
to communication and engagement with connection applicants. It is an essential requirement
for major connection projects (greater than 10MW load or connected at >11 kV) because the
process varies to meet particular project requirements (the electrical component potentially
being a smaller but often critical part of a much larger project).
The form of this service includes, but is not limited to,

A8

x

Project coordination activities;

x

One-on-one engagement to review project or process particulars;

x

Consultation of connection particulars;

x

Facilitation

Customer Interface Coordination
This service is proposed where customer developments may require a high level of Ausgrid
involvement in order to coordinate a range of inputs from Ausgrid to help establish the
development. Usually projects with the following characteristics:
x

Multiple components. For example, relocation and connection works associated with the
one development, or works  11 kV and works at higher voltages.

x

Projects with scheduling challenges such as rapid deployment requirements or
constrained timeframes for particular tasks.

x

• Multiple and/or conflicting works to be undertaken in tandem or cooperation with other
services or utilities.

x

• Projects where there are significant inter-relationships between capital and contestable
works which would benefit from coordination.

The form of this service includes, but is not limited to, attendance at internal and external project
meetings in accordance with the needs of particular customers.
It requires strong
communication skills and technical understanding. The nature of the project would determine
the skill level of the assigned officer and the number of hours required.
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Administration
Services

A2

$507.48

$710.48

$811.97

6 - 10 lots

11 - 40 lots

Over 40 lots

per service

per service

per service

per service

$121.79

per service

$913.47

11 or more poles

$405.99
$507.48

6-10 poles:

Up to 5 poles:
per service

per service

per service

Rural overhead subdivisions and rural
extensions.

Rural overhead subdivisions and rural
extensions



$101.50

per hour

Underground commercial and
industrial or rural subdivisions
(vacant lots - no development)

Underground commercial and
industrial or rural
subdivisions (vacant lots - no
development)

$101.50

per hour

Additional services required by ASP/Applicant e.g Guarantee of revenue, clarification meetings, variations to contract, reinspections etc.

Subdivisions involving substations.

$405.99

Up to 5 lots

Underground urban residential
subdivision(vacant lots)

Underground urban residential subdivision
(vacant lots)
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Ancillary
service

Clause

$101.50

per hour

Commercial and industrial
developments

Commercial and
industrial developments

$101.50
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per hour

Asset relocation or
street lighting

Asset relocation or
street lighting

Design
Information

A3

$651.01

$1,139.27

$1,464.77

6 to 10 lots

11 - 40 lots

Over 40 lots

charge per lot

$162.75

per hour

Chamber Substation , Multiple Kiosk
Installation and Sydney Central
Business District Substation

$610.32

URD including Kiosk/HVC/PT (NEW)

$488.26

Up to 5 lot

Underground urban residential
subdivision (vacant lots)

Underground urban residential
subdivision (vacant lots)
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Ancillary
service

Clause

$162.75

per hour

Rural overhead subdivisions and
rural extensions

Rural overhead subdivisions
and rural extensions

162.75

per hour

Underground commercial and
industrial or rural subdivisions (vacant
lots - no development)

Underground commercial and
industrial or rural subdivisions
(vacant lots - no development)

$162.75

per hour

Commercial and industrial
developments

Commercial and industrial
developments

Rate 5 major

Rate 3

Rate 2

$240.42

$189.68

$162.75
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per hour

per hour

per hour

Asset relocation or street lighting

Asset relocation or street lighting

Design
certification

Design
rechecking

A4

A5

$488.26

$813.76

$976.52

6 to 10 lots

11 - 40 lots

Over 40 lots

plus charge per lot

per hour

$162.75

per hour

Underground urban
residential subdivision
(vacant lots)

$162.75

Chamber Substation ,
Multiple Kiosk Installation and
Sydney Central Business
District Substation

$976.5
2

Kiosk Substation , High
Voltage Connection and Pole
Transformer

$325.51

Up to 5 lots

Underground urban
residential subdivision
(vacant lots)

Underground urban
residential subdivision
(vacant lots)
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Ancillary
service

Clause

$813.76

$488.26

$325.51



$162.75

per hour

Rural overhead subdivisions
and rural extensions



11 or more poles

6 -10 poles

1 - 5 poles

Rural overhead subdivisions
and rural extensions

Rural overhead
subdivisions and rural
extensions

$976.52

$651.01

$488.26

$162.75

per hour

Underground commercial and
industrial or rural subdivisions
(vacant lots - no development)



Over 40 lots

11 - 40 lots

Up to 10 lots

Underground commercial and
industrial or rural subdivisions
(vacant lots - no development)

Underground commercial
and industrial or rural
subdivisions (vacant lots no development)

$189.68
$240.42

normal
major connection

per hour

per hour

Commercial and industrial developments



$189.68

$162.75

major connection

normal

$240.42

$189.68
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per hour

per hour

per hour

per hour

Asset relocation or street lighting







Rate 2
Rate 3

per hour

Asset relocation or street lighting

Asset relocation or street lighting



$189.68

Commercial and industrial developments

Commercial and industrial developments

Quoted - hourly rate

Quoted - hourly rate

Connection /
Relocation
Process
Facilitation

Customer
Interface
Coordination
for
Contestable
Works

A7

A8
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Related to distribution (including subtransmission and dual-function assets)
connection applications (Quoted - hourly
rate)

Planning
Studies and
analysis

$227.74

$230.28

$240.42

Underground commercial
and industrial or rural
subdivisions (vacant lots no development)

per hour

per hour

per hour

Rural overhead
subdivisions and rural
extensions

A6

Underground urban
residential subdivision
(vacant lots)

Ancillary
service

Clause

Commercial and industrial developments
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Asset relocation or street lighting

Appendix 2 - Designer’s Warranties
Name of ASP/3: ..............................................................................................................................
(i.e company, firm or individual holding accreditation under Code of Practice Contestable Works)
ASP/3’s accreditation number: .....................................................................................................
Address: .........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................
Email address: ...............................................................................................................................
Phone: .................................................................. Fax: ...............................................................
Ausgrid Project number: ......................................
Design commissioned by: .............................................................................................................
(i.e. person who retained ASP/3 to design the electricity assets)
..........................................................................................................................................................
Name of accredited designer
(i.e. the individual who designed the electricity assets
The ASP/3 named above hereby warrants in respect of the design for the Ausgrid Project referred to
above:
1.

The ASP/3 was accredited under the Code of Practice Contestable Works (the Code) at the
time the design for the above Ausgrid Project was commissioned.

2.

The ASP/3’s accreditation remains current.

3.

The ASP/3 maintains the insurances specified in the Code and those insurances remain
current.

4.

The ASP/3 is a person conducting a business or undertaking that designs plant or structures
within the meaning of the Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (NSW) and the Work Health and
Safety Regulation 2011 (NSW) (together, the WH&S laws).

5.

No part of the design was completed by any person other than a suitably qualified and
experienced person who satisfies the qualification criteria set out in the Scheme for the
Accreditation of Service Providers made in accordance with the Electricity Supply (General)
Regulation 2001.

6.

The designer has read and understood the provisions of the Design Contract that relates to the
Ausgrid Project referred to above and is willing to comply with the continuing obligations of that
contract to the extent that they concern the ASP/3.

7.

The ASP/3 acknowledges that the ASP/3’s duties and the designer’s duties under the Design
Contact may continue until the expiry of the Design Contract, which may be three years after
electrification of the assets to which these Designer’s Warranties relate.

8.

The designer has fully considered all assessable site conditions affecting the design.

9.

The design clearly shows all interests in land that must be granted to Ausgrid.
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10.

The designer has complied with all obligations imposed on a designer by the WH&S laws.

11.

The design plan accurately reflects the design information and meets all Ausgrid Network
Standards.

12.

The design is in all respects fit for its intended purpose.

13.

The ASP/3 acknowledges that when Ausgrid accepts the design for certification and certifies it,
it will do so in reliance on the Designer’s Warranties given in this document.

14.

The following documents accompany the design:
a. Designer Safety Report which meets the WH&S laws
b. The EIA worksheet or alternate planning approval document
c.

The notification letters and the responses, submissions referred to in clause 8.4 of the
Design Contract or a statement of nil response

d. A completed asset valuation spreadsheet ( AVS Capital Contributions)
e. Single design file in dwg or dgn format
f.

LV voltage drop calculations (if applicable)

g. Structure Loading report(s) attached for overhead line design (if applicable)
h. A completed Street Lighting acceptance form from the public lighting customer (if
applicable)
i.

Architectural Lock-in Drawings for chamber design submitted (if applicable)

DATE: ………….……………………………

Signed for and with the authority of the ASP/3
by: .........................................................................................................................................
(print name of signatory)

Witness: ................................................................................................................................
(print name of witness)
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ANNEXURE 1 – CONNECTION APPLICATION
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ANNEXURE 2 - SIGNED ACCEPTANCE FORM
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